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The purpose of this study was to analyse the relationship of selected anthropometric 
and biomechanical variables on the performance of kicking for distance in soccer. 
Five male intervarsity football players of 18 to 24 years of age, who had participated 
in All India Intervarsity Football Tournament held at Bilashpur and won third place 
were selected as subjects for this study. Since the subjects had been undergoing 
training for a considerable period, therefore, it was considered that they possess good 
level of technique of kicking. The relationship of selected anthropometric and 
biomechanical variables with the performance of kicking for distance in soccer was 
calculated by using Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation. For testing the hypothesis 
the level of significance was set at. 05 levels. It is a evident in existing reaches that 
the football players are very fast, quick, agile, active and strong, even though there are 
numerous factors which are responsible for the performance of the sportsperson 
including the biomechanics of human activity and the physique (Size and 
Shape).Since the results have shown significant relationship of selected 
biomechanical and anthropometric variables to the performance of kicking for 
distance, the hypothesis is partially accepted. 
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Introduction 

Physical education seems to have taken a new turn in the form of sport 
sciences. The sport sciences in turn have their substance and methodology from 
various basic sciences. For many years the research in sport was being undertaken 
within these basic sciences but with the advancement of knowledge, the new 
specialization and micro-specialization have taken a respectable position. As a matter 
of fact the research now-a-days, embraces knowledge from various disciplines of 
human sciences. In India too in the recent years some research work had been going 
on in the basic because of involvement of new scientifically substantiated training 
methods and means of execution of sport exercises such as sports techniques and 
tactics as well as others components and conditions of the system of training. 

          Training in sports and games is no longer a myth and it has no casual 
approach, but it provides opportunities for scientific process and verification. Training 
has been accepted as a highly specialised science. Physical education scientists are 
striving to understand the various factors affecting skeletal and muscular activity, 
during a variety of human movements with the help of electro-myography and are 
engaged in analysing the bio-mechanics of the performances of top athletes by 
focussing their attention upon the analysis of sports skills. They are consistently 
studying factors like strength, limb length, mass, inertia proportions and angular and 
linear velocities that influence these movements, to get a better insight in to the 
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complexities of human motion and performance. The latest approach is aimed at the 
construction of a mathematical model of a skill in a form which is suitable for 
computer analysis so that it could be simulated under several carefully controlled 
conditions for predicting more effective techniques for higher performance.  

Measurement of body size includes such descriptive information as height, 
weight and surface area, while measure of body proportion describes the relationship 
between height and weight and among length, widths and circumference of various 
body segments. It has been found that top athletes in some sports tend to have those 
proportions that bio-mechanically aid the particular performance required.  

Statement of the problem  

The purpose of the study was to analyse the relationship of selected 
anthropometric and bio-mechanical variables on the performance of kicking for 
distance in soccer. 

Hypothesis  

It was hypothesised that there will be a significant relationship of selected 
anthropometric and bio-mechanical variables to the performance of kicking for 
distance in soccer. 

Criterion Measures   

   The criterion measures for this study were: 

1. The Performance of each subject’s kicking for distance. They performed a long 
kick from a starting point. The distance was measured from the starting point to the 
first drop of the ball on the ground and it was recorded in metres. 

2. Height was taken with the help of Stadiometer, the measurement was recorded in 
cms. 

3. Leg length was taken with the help of flexible steel tape and it was measured in 
cms. 

4. Weight was measured with the help of weight machine and was recorded in 
kilograms. 

5. Static leg strength was measured with the help of leg dynamometer and it was 
recorded in K.G. 

6. Dynamic leg strength was measured with the help of broad jump and it was 
recorded in mtrs. 

Procedure and Method 

The sequence photographic technique was employed to register the kicking for 
distance technique. A motor driver, Nikon Model EM camera was used. The subjects 
were photographed at stance, execution and follow through in sagittal plane. From the 
photographic sequence, the stick figures were prepared by using Joint-Point Method, 
and the moment of stance, execution and follow through. The anthropometric 
measurements of each subject were taken by using an anthropometric kit. 
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The kicking performance of the subject, filming protocol and analysis, and the 
procedure of taking anthropometric measurements have described as under:  

The Kicking Performance of the Subjects  

The performance of each subject was measured by using the standard 
procedures. There was a starting or kicking point but no end line was marked. Three 
persons observed the first drop of the ball and took the distance with the help of steel 
tape and record the distance in metres. 

Filming Protocol and Analysis  

              Sequential photography was employed was for conducting the biomechanical 
analysis of the kicking technique. The camera being used for the purpose was a 
standard Nicon Model EM with motor drive. The frequency of the camera was 4 
frames/seconds. Even though this camera registers four sequence photographs/second 
only three photographs, one at the moment of stance, at the movement of execution 
and the follow through were selected for the purposes of analysis. The photographic 
sequence was taken under controlled condition. The distance of the camera from the 
subject was 10 mtrs away and was fixed at one meter height. The kicking distance 
was measured manually for each subject.  

          On the basis of the sequence photographs obtained, the scholar developed stick 
figures from which various biomechanical variables were calculated. The stick figures 
were developed by using Join-Point Method in which the body projections at the 
joints facing the camera were considered. The centre of gravity of each subjects, in all 
three figures (i.e. stance, execution and follow through) were located by using 
Segmentation Method suggested by Hay.1. 

Location of Centre of Gravity  

The following steps were followed for the locating C.G of each subject at the 
time of execution of skill of kicking. 

1. On the photograph the reference points associated with each segment were 
marked. 

2. A stick figure representation of the subject by ruling straight lines between 
appropriate reference points was prepared .(the trunk line was obtained by 
joining the midpoint of the line of the right and left hip joints to the midpoint 
of the trunk and the level of the suprasternal  notch ) 

3. The length of each segment line and relative weight of total body weight was 
measure and divided into appropriate ratio.  

                                                 Table-1 
 

Location of C.G. of Body segments and Weight Management to Relative total 
Body Weight 

Sl. 
No. 

Segment C.G. Location expressed as % of total 
Distance between reference point 

Relative 
Weight 

1 Head 46.4% to Vertex, 53.6% to chin-neck intersect 0.073 
2 Trunk 38%to  Supra Sternal Notch, 62% to hip axis 0.507 
3 Upper Arm 51.3% to shoulder axis:48.7% to elbow axis 0.026 
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4 Fore Arm 39% to elbow axis: 61% to wrist axis  0.016 
5 Hand 82% to wrist axis: 81% to Knuckle lll 0.007 
6 Thigh 37.2% to hip axis: 62.8% to knee axis 0.103 
7 Calf 37.1% to knee axis:62.9% to ankle axis 0.043 
8 Foot 44.9% to heel: 55.1% to hip of longest toe   0.015   
                                                       

Statistical Technique 

The relationship of selected anthropometric and biomechanical variables with the 
performance of kicking for distance in soccer was calculated by using Pearson’s 
Product Moment Correlation. For testing the hypothesis the level of significance was 
set at. 05 level of confidence. 

Findings 

In order to find out the relationship of selected anthropometric variables 
namely: height, sitting height, leg length, upper leg length, fore leg length, foot length 
and body weight. With the performance, Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation was 
used. The results are presented in Table 2 

Table- 2 

RELATIONSHIP OF THE ANTHROPOMETRIC VARIABLES WITH THE 
PERFORMANCE OF KICKING FOR DISTANCE IN SOCCER 

Sl. No. Variables Coefficient of Correlation 
1 Height .76 
2 Sitting Height .68 
3 Leg Length .72 
4 Upper Leg Length .76 
5 Fore Leg Length .61 
6 Foot Length .76 
7 Body Weight .76 

 

Table 2 indicates that the variables namely, height, upper leg length, foot 
length, and body weight have a relationship with the performance, but the values of 
coefficient of correlation are not very high. 

Relationship of Selected Kinematic Variables with the Performance of Kicking 
for Distance in Soccer 

In order to ascertain the relationship of selected kinematic variables namely, 
ankle joint (supporting leg), knee joint (supporting leg), hip joint (supporting leg), 
ankle joint (kicking leg), knee joint (kicking leg), hip joint (kicking leg), elbow joint 
and shoulder joint, with the performance of kicking for distance, the product Moment 
Correlation was calculated and co-efficient of correlations are presented in table 3 
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Table- 3 

RELATIONSHIP OF SELECTED ANGULAR MEARSURMENT WITH THE 
PERFORMANCE OF KICKING FOR DISTANCE IN SOCCER 

Sl. No. Variables Stance Execution Follow 
Through 

Coefficient of Correlation 
1 Ankle Joint 

(Supporting Leg) 
.77 .96* .31 

2 Knee Joint  
(Supporting Leg) 

.89* .34 .86 

3 Hip Joint  
(Supporting Leg) 

.32 .71 .62 

4 Ankle Joint  
(Kicking Leg) 

.83 .50 .52 

5 Knee Joint  
(Kicking Leg) 

.92* .40 .70 

6 Hip Joint  
(Kicking Leg) 

.89* .73 .34 

7 Elbow Joint .21 .43 .27 
8 Shoulder Joint .66 .50 .46 

*Significant at .05 Levels  

As shown by the results in Table-3 i.e. during stance the angle of knee joint of 
supporting leg, knee joint of kicking leg and hip joint of kicking leg have significant 
relationship with the performance. At the moment of execution, the angle of ankle 
joint of supporting leg was obtained significant value, but there was no significant 
value obtained at the moment of follow through. 

RELATIONSHIP OF SELECTED KINEMATIC VARIABLES WITH THE 
PERFORMANCE OF KICKING FOR DISTANCE IN SOCCER 

        Relationship of other kinematic variables namely; height of centre of gravity (at 
stance)height of centre of gravity (at execution) height of centre of gravity (at follow 
through) static leg strength and dynamic leg strength, with the performance of kicking 
for distance were also calculated by using parson’s Product Moment Correlation and 
the results are presented in Table -4. 

Table- 4 

RELATIONSHIP OF SELECTED KINEMATIC VARIABLES WITH THE 
PERFORMANCE OF KICKING FOR DISTANCE IN SOCCER 

Sl. No. Variables Coefficient of Correlation 
1   Height of C.G. (Stance) .45 
2        Height of C.G. (Execution) .67 
3                 Height of C.G. (Follow 

Through) 
.42 

4                     Static Leg Strength .79 
5                     Dynamic Leg Strength    .91* 

Significant at .05 levels 
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As shown in Table 4 the dynamic leg strength has significant relationship with 
the performance and static leg strength has close relation with the performance. 

Discussion of findings 

In anthropometric measurement, none of the anthropometric variables has 
exhibited a significant relationship with the performance of kicking for distance. 
However height, upper arm, leg length, foot length and body weight were found to 
have higher relationship with the performance. It is well known that the length of 
body segment is cause of the greater range of motion and for maximum force and 
body weight is a contributing factor of strength. 

          The values of Co-efficient of correlation, at the moment of stance, the angle of 
knee joint of supporting leg has significant relationship with the performance. An 
ankle joint of both supporting and kicking legs also has a higher relationship with the 
performance. The angle of knee joint of supporting and kicking leg and hip joint of 
only kicking leg make a greater contribution to execute a long back swing or a greater 
range of movement. 

         At the moment of execution, only ankle joint of supporting leg has the 
significant relationship with the performance of kicking for distance. Hip joint of 
supporting leg and hip joint of kicking also have a higher relationship with the 
performance. Hip joints and helpful to maintain the upper body position and if the 
body leans back ward the ball will definitely cover the distance in air. The arms also 
help to maintain the proper body balance. 

          At the moment of follow through none of the angular measurements have 
shown significant relationship with the performance but the knee joints of both the 
supporting and kicking leg have a higher relationship with the performance. 

         In kinematic variables, the dynamic leg strength has a highly significant 
relationship with the performance of kicking for distance and the static lag strength 
has a close relationship with the performance. Dynamic leg strength is directly 
proportional to the performance of kicking for distance, and the static lag strength also 
plays very important role in the kicking performance. In the case of centre of gravity 
at the time of execution, the height of C.G. shows a greater relationship with the 
performance. 

As a whole the variables which have shown high relationship with the performance 
may have maximum contribution towards the performance of kicking for distance. 
Along with these variables, other motor components also might have contributed to 
the performance. The low value of coefficient of correlation shown by other variables 
does not mean that, those variables are not contributing to the performance. They do 
contribute the performance, but the insignificant values of coefficient of correlation of 
such variables with the performance might have been due to the small size of the 
sample and non-availability of sophisticated equipment. 

           Since the results have shown significant relationship of selected biomechanical 
and anthropometric variables to the performance of kicking for distance, the 
hypothesis is partially accepted. 
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Conclusions 

Based on the analysis and within and limitation of the present study, the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 

1. The knee joint of supporting leg has shown positive effect at the moment of 
stance. 

2. Knee joint and Hip joint of leg at the moment of stance shown positive effect 
on the performance of kicking for distance. 

3. The ankle joint of supporting leg at the moment of execution has positive 
effect on the kicking performance. 

4. Dynamic leg strength has shown a positive relationship with the performance 
of kicking for distance.                                                                    
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